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ABSTRACT
Pneumonia is a lung infection that causes 15% of childhood mortality (under 5 years old) around
the world. This pathology is mainly caused by viruses or bacteria. Most frequent associated
viruses are respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), influenza virus and human parainfluenza virus (HPIV).
Most frequent bacteria are: Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenzae, Streptococcus
pyogenes and Staphylococcus aureus, and Mycoplasma pneumoniae. Our goal is to classify chest
radiographs (X-ray) into two classes: consolidation, which corresponds to alveolar pneumonia, and
non-consolidation, corresponding to non-alveolar pneumonia. X-rays imaging analysis is one of the
most used methods for pneumonia diagnosis. These clinical images can be analyzed using machine
learning methods such as convolutional neural networks (CNN), which learn to extract visual features
critical for the classification. However, the usability of these systems is limited in medicine due to
the lack of interpretability in the sense that these models do not generate a simple explanation for
the predictions they make. To overcome the explainability and interpretability problems of these
CNN "black boxes", we have developed an AI explainable approach (XAI) based on heatmaps,
which allows highlighting those areas of the image that have been more relevant to generate the final
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classification. A new CNN model has been designed and trained, using pediatric X-rays (950 samples
of children between one month and 16 years old), with two main goals, maximizing the Area Under
the Curve (AUC) and the True Positive Rate (TPR) in the dataset. From our experiments, we have
obtained some promising results, with a final model that reaches an AUC of 0.81 and a TPR of 0.67,
however applying ensemble techniques the performance of the model improved to an AUC of 0.92
and a TPR of 0.76.
Keywords Ensembles of Convolutional Neural Networks · eXplainable Artificial Intelligence · Heatmaps · Clinical
Decision Support Systems · Pneumonia · Pediatrics
1 Introduction
Pneumonia is an infection that causes inflammation of the alveoli [1]. It especially affects children under 2 years
old and elderly above 65 years old. Globally, 15% of childhood mortality is caused by this disease, around 808.694
children in 2017 [2]. Pneumonia is mainly caused by viruses or bacteria. Most frequent associated viruses are
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), influenza virus and human parainfluenza virus (HPIV) [3]. Most frequent bacteria
are Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenzae, Streptococcus pyogenes and Staphylococcus aureus, and
Mycoplasma pneumoniae [3].
Children with bacterial pneumonia should receive antibiotics as soon as possible while children with viral pneumonia
usually only need supportive care, however, antivirals may have a relevant role in the treatment of viral infections [4].
However, microbiological aetiology is rarely achieved in real-time. Furthermore, it is now clear that a high proportion of
all pneumonia cases are in fact vial-bacterial co-infections, complicating decisions regarding antibiotic administration
[5]. Therefore, pediatricians have to decide empirically whether the child needs antibiotics and choose the best one
with limited tools. This results in what is considered over-treatment with antibiotics, leading to the need to narrow
the indications by an appropriate discriminative diagnosis [6]. As a result, most children receive antibiotics. Proxies
for typical bacterial pneumonia have been proposed, but the consensus is that no single biomarker alone is enough
for diagnosing bacterial pneumonia [7], [8]. The old paradigm that bacterial pneumonia is associated with a specific
radiographic pattern different from the pattern of viral pneumonia is now often criticized, although the radiological
pictures of alveolar pneumonia (also termed lobar pneumonia or consolidated pneumonia) appear to be bacterial in most
of the cases [9]. The interpretation of the chest X-ray radiograph (CXR) is usually performed following the standards
of the “WHO Vaccine Trial Investigators Radiology Working Group” [10]. These standards establish two possible
interpretations: “consolidation” (including consolidation and/or pleural effusion as per WHO standards) and “other
infiltrates”. However, the inter-observer agreement for these two categories is low [11].
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are well known Deep Learning architectures that have undergone great
advances in recent times helping to solve several visual-related tasks [12]. This kind of neural networks is inspired by
the biological neurons of the visual cortex [13], which allows them solve problems such as image classification [14]
and object recognition [15]. CNNs are also successful in other problems such as speech recognition [16], malware
detection [17, 18], natural language processing [19, 20], among many others. These systems process the information
in two main steps: feature extractor, where relevant features are detected; and classification, where these features
obtained from the previous step are analyzed and different probabilities will be assigned to the detected structures to
carry out the classification. In areas such as medicine, where the diagnosis is often based on the analysis of clinical
images (e.g. radiographs), CNNs and Deep Learning methods have proven both their usefulness and effectiveness in
the detection and classification of multiple diseases [13, 21, 22]. The classification performance in computer vision
problems such as those mentioned above can be improved with ensembles of models [23], [24]. An ensemble is a set of
models that combine their individual predictions to produce a consensus prediction. Ensembles can be more robust
against overtting than individual models [25], which can be critical in small datasets like ours. On the other hand, since
ensembles combine multiple models they can improve their individual power, resulting in a global model that can better
approximate the optimal solution [26].
CNNs, like many other Deep Learning methods, are considered as "black-box" algorithms, where both the input and
output can be easily analysed and understood by the user, but where the inference process carried out by the algorithm
is opaque. It makes this essential process (”how” and ”why” the algorithm has obtained this outcome) uninterpretable
for the human being [27]. This may limit its application in fields such as medicine, where the practitioners need to
know how the algorithm has inferred the output for each specific patient [28] (e.g. why the algorithm is assigning a 90%
probability for alveolar pneumonia?). This limitation can be overcome using automatic explanatory systems, called
explainable AI (XAI) [29], which allows us to visualize which areas of the image (features) have been used to obtain
the result solving, or at least alleviating, the aforementioned problem. These XAI-based systems will generate new
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images highlighting the areas of highest interest that the system uses to obtain the result (e.g. in our case to predict a
particular kind of disease) [30].
The combination of Deep Learning models with medical knowledge allows the development of new clinical decision
support systems (CDSS). These automatic systems can help in medical diagnosis reducing some typical clinical
problems such as subjectivity in the interpretation of medical tests or human errors (fatigue, distraction, etc.) [31].
The combination can improve the performance of the diagnosis process, as it was stated in (Kontzer, 2016). In that
project, leaded by Dr. Andrew Beck, it was demonstrated that the combination of pathologists and Deep Learning
models provide a significant reduction in the error rate for breast cancer diagnosis. In the initial results pathologists
obtained a 3.5% of error during classification of the pathology, whereas the Deep Learning algorithm obtained a slightly
better result of 2.9% error. However, when both humans and AI model were combined this error decreased to an
impressive 0.5 % (so, the 99.5% of cases were correctly classified).
The main contribution of this work is the design and development of a novel clinical decision support system (CDSS)
for pneumonia diagnosis in childhood. This CDSS estimates the probability that the X-ray has a consolidation or other
infiltrates, which will be helpful for the unclear cases in case of disagreement among professionals, or in case of work
overload. The result should be user-friendly, so the system creates a visualization using an explainable AI technique
called heatmap, which highlights the areas of the image which are more relevant for the diagnosis according to the
AI system [32]. An interesting point of this work is to understand how the neural network infers the pneumonia type
(alveolar versus non alveolar) from the chest X-ray. This could help to expedite the treatment of patients who require
medication. On the other hand this could also help to avoid giving antibiotics to patients who do not need them. This
is crucial since an incorrect use of antibiotics (that is, using them in patients who do not have a bacterial infection)
or an excessive use of broad-spectrum antibiotics can cause antibiotic resistance. This can become a global problem
making it more difficult to treat patients, the only solution being the development of new, more powerful antibiotics [6].
Therefore, in order to reduce the overuse of antibiotics in viral pneumonia, a correct diagnosis of bacterial pneumonia is
crucial.
This article has been structured as follows: Section 2 provides a short description of some relevant works in the area of
AI-based detection of lung diseases; Section 3 describes the methodology followed to design and train our CNN models;
Section 4 shows the experimental results; Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and some future lines of work.
2 Related work
AI techniques have been intensively applied in medicine. We can find a very large number of examples, such as the
diagnosis of retinoblastoma using magnetic resonance (MR) imaging [33], cardiac disorders using clinical data [34] or
tuberculosis using radiographs (X-rays) [35]. Within the field of pneumonia there is also a multitude of systems with
different kinds of data, such as: clinical data [36], ultrasounds [37], computed tomography [38] or X-rays [39], among
many others. Due to the main contributions of this work, only some relevant works in the area of Deep Learning, and
its application to the pathology considered (pneumonia) will be briefly described.
2.1 Deep Learning methods for pneumonia diagnosis
Most of the previous works in this field use a pediatric dataset published by Kermany et al. [39], consisting of a total
of 5856 radiographs divided in three classes (2780 bacterial, 1493 viral and 1583 normal) of patients between 1 and
5 years of age. Other works in the field [31] use other datasets and a classification hierarchy. First, radiographs are
classified as "pneumonia" or "normal". Then, radiographs labeled as pneumonia are classified as "viral" or "bacterial".
Kermany et al. obtained an AUC of 0.85 for the first classification (pneumonia versus normal) and 0.81 for the second
(viral versus bacterial) using a dataset consisting of 858 radiographs (333 bacterial, 208 viral and 317 normal). We can
also find the same classification system in [39], which will be explained later.
The first step that must be carried out is the pre-processing of the images. There are different algorithms, depending on
the needs of each dataset. The most commons are Histogram equalization, that enhances pathological signs [40] [41];
Lung segmentation, which removes irrelevant data on X-rays and recovers useful information (because consolidation
signs only appear inside lungs, therefore the rest of the image is irrelevant for the models). This one is applied in
multiplicity of models [31] [42], [43].
Currently, one of the most successful AI methods for automatic image classification is Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) [44]. Two main problems in CNN training for pneumonia diagnosis (and in most of the medical diagnosis
problems) are low dataset availability and small dataset size. To solve these problems several works use Transfer
Learning, a technique that takes advantage of the knowledge obtained from models used in other (similar) areas and
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trained with bigger datasets. The idea is that part of the CNN (the first layers) is "inherited" from a model previously
trained in other dataset, while the rest of the CNN is trained with the penumonia dataset. This technique was used in
the work by Kermany et al. [39], where part of the CNN was trained with ImageNet dataset and the rest of the CNN
was trained with medical images including pediatric pneumonia. This resulted in an AUC of 0.96 for the classification
task "pneumonia" versus "normal", and an AUC of 0.94 for the classification task "viral pneumonia" versus "bacterial
pneumonia". This classification also shows an interesting classification distinction, unlike the rest of the networks,
between three different categories (normal, bacterial and viral), achieving an AUC of 0.918. Other approaches, such as
CheXNet [45], use a CNN called "DenseNet" which was also trained using ImageNet dataset and re-trained with a
dataset of 14 different lung diseases (including pneumonia). This model has an AUC value for pneumonia of 0.768,
however, the AUC of cardiomegaly and emphysema has higher values than the pneumonia AUC (0.925 and 0.937
respectively). Other technique to solve this problem is Data augmentation is a popular technique for enriching the
dataset when a low number of images are available (a quite common problem). This technique consists in increasing
the number of images in the dataset by generating new images that are transformations (e.g. rotations, shifts, zooms,
etc.) of the original images [46]. Finally ensembles of CNN can improve the performance of the model, this technique
can be performed in various ways [47]: averaging, as Hoo-Chang et al. that classify two different datasets: the first one,
Thoracoabdominal Lymph Node and Interstitial Lung Disease and compare the performance of different architectures of
state of the art (CifarNet, GoogleNet, AlexNet, etc) [48] or the work of Christodoulidis et al. that designs a system that
classify betweeen seven different Interstitial lung diseases using CT applying transfer learning technique, in addition to
applying ensemble tecniques [49]; majority voting, as Yan et al. that design a CAD system for lung nodule malignancy
risk classification from CT using different CNNs with the objective of learning different levels of image spatial context
and improving detection performance [50] and weighted averaging, as Bermejo-Peláez et al., that design a model
to classify computed tomography between 8 classes within Interstitial Lung Disease [51] or Sirazitdinov et al. that
generate a object detection model for pneumonia detection and location from chest X-rays [22].
2.2 Explainable AI methods in Medicine
CNNs are considered black-box algorithms, which increases the difficulty of applying them in areas such as Medicine.
The reason is that even these algorithms can be very precise classifying radiographs or making predictions, the end-users
(medical staff in our case) will need to interpret and understand how and why the algorithm has reached the conclusion.
For this reason, it is important to develop eXplainable AI (XAI) systems that allow end-users to understand how the
system works (i.e. classifies the radiograph in our case).
We can distinguish between two main techniques, the first being object detection systems. These systems are based on
CNN models that locate different objects in images. An example of this type of model is CoupleNet, which classifies
and locates signs of pneumonia on a chest radiograph and produces a visualization of the original image with bounding
boxes in lung areas that show signs of disease [52]. These algorithms are used in different works to detect and locate
pneumonia signs [22] combining two CNNs for the detection and location of pneumonia signs on lungs.
The second kind of methods uses additional techniques to visualize how the model classifies, such as heatmap generation.
This method is used in a wide variety of problems including pneumonia diagnosis. For example in [31], where different
lung areas can be seen with different colour intensities according their relevance to the prediction made by the model.
Other similar work is presented in Zech et al. [53].
A substantial difference between the two methods is that in the first one it is necessary to build a training dataset where
the areas with signs of the disease have been marked by the experts. In the second type of methods, it is only necessary
to label each radiograph of the training set with the classification given by the experts (concolidation / non consolidation
in our case). After training, medical staff need to review the heatmaps generated by the model to validate that they
make clinical sense.
3 Methodology
This section describes the methodology carried out to design and develop our proposed clinical decision support system
for pneumonia diagnosis. The system has been designed following the three basic stages shown in Figure 1.
All the processing was implemented in Python using well-known libraries such as numpy (mathematical computing)
[54], matplotlib (visualization) [55], Keras (Deep Learning, [56]), and Keras-Vis (heatmaps calculation) [57].
The first step is the data preprocessing stage where the X-rays dataset is divided into training and test subsets. In
this stage, individual X-rays images are also normalized. Data augmentation of training images was performed for
a robust model construction [58]. The second stage is the generation of a model that classifies each X-rays into two
classes (consolidation / non-consolidation). Finally, the last step is the explainable AI technique we have selected to
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increase the interpretability of our CDSS, heatmap creation [59]. To evaluate the quality of our system we follow two
different strategies: 1) generating the heatmap using only a model, and 2) generating the heatmap using an ensemble of
models with the same architecture, but trained with different data folds. The second strategy will allow us to compute
an uncertainty level (given by the standard deviation) associated with each pixel, which will allow us to analyze the
robustness of the heatmap.
1 2 3
X-ray dataset
Data preprocessing
Individual X-rays images are 
divided into training and test,
normalized and augmented.
Model Generation
Build a CNN to classify the X-rays
into consolidation or non-
consolidation
Heat-map creation
Explainable AI technique selected
to increase the interpretability of
our CDSS are applied to generate
heatmaps
Final report
92% consolidation / non-consolidation
Figure 1: Data Flow Diagram.
3.1 Datasets
In this work we use two different datasets. The first one is an X-ray pediatricpneumonia (XrPP) dataset provided by
Ben-Gurion University (Israel), and the second one is a public pediatric dataset of chest X-rays [?], which will be used
to analyze the generalization capability of our model. Radiographs are labeled by experts using one of the following
two mutually exclusive classes:
• Consolidation, denoting a CXR image with signs of consolidation (alveolar pneumonia).
• Non-consolidation, denoting a CXR image with other infiltrates signs that correspond with non-alveolar
pneumonia.
The first dataset is formed by 1000 labeled chest X-rays of children (between one month and 16 years), 403 cases of
consolidation (42.42%) and 547 cases of non-consolidation (57.58%). These chest X-rays are posteroanterior (PA)
radiographs showing the posterior view of the chest. Each case was classified by a panel of experts consisting of two
senior pediatricians and a radiologist from Hospital 12 de Octubre Research Institute (Madrid, Spain). The experts
also had access to lateral radiographs of the patients to increase the precision of the labeling of each case. During this
classification, 50 samples were withdrawn due to lack of consensus from the expert panel on the diagnosis.1.
Note that the distribution of classes in the dataset is relatively balanced. This is important, especially in small datasets
like this, since an unbalanced distribution of classes can severely affect the model’s performance (e.g. example accuracy,
true positive rate TPR, false positive rate FPR) [60].
Another interesting feature of the dataset is the size of the images. The average size of the images is similar in both
classes (approximately 200,000 pixels), a very low value for X-ray images, which means that image resolution is
limited. Therefore another contribution of our work is the study of the reliability of CNNs when trained with small and
low-resolution datasets.
The second dataset studied in our work is composed by 5856 X-rays of children between one and five years of age. There
are 2780 cases of consolidation (52.5%) and 3076 cases of non consolidation (47.5%) [39], so the class distribution
is very balanced. As described in that paper, all chest radiographs were screened for quality control, removing low
quality or unreadable scans. Then, diagnoses for the images were graded by two expert physicians. Since the sizes
of the images are between 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 pixels, both the images resolution and the number of images are
higher than in the first dataset.
1The dataset is not public and cannot be shared with the community. The authors have obtained the necessary permission from
the ethical boards of Ben-Gurion University and Hospital 12 de Octubre Research Institute to work with these data.
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3.2 Data preprocessing
The X-ray images provided are in jpg format. This format codes the colour at each pixel using three values, the
"RGB" components. In our dataset these values are redundant since RGB components are identical in greyscale images.
Therefore we keep only the first one. The original images do not have the same size, so we normalize their shapes to
150x150 pixels. On the other hand, the pixel values of each image are normalized by dividing them by the average pixel
value of the image.
Both datasets have been divided in training (56%), validation (14%) and test (30%) sets. As we mentioned before, CNN
usually needs a very large number of training images to avoid overfitting, however, our available dataset is particularly
small. To overcome this problem we have used a popular technique named Data Augmentation, which allows us to
increase the size of our dataset[58]. It generates batches of images with real-time data augmentation. During each
epoch, a different set of variations of the original training images is generated using different types of transformations
[56]. In this work shearing (0.2), zoom (0.05), rotation (0.2), horizontal shift (0.1), vertical shift (0.1) and horizontal
flip transformations have been used with a batch size of 32.
3.3 Data partitioning
In order to robustly evaluate the different architectures for our models, we generated a pool of different training /
validation / test partitions of the dataset. For each of those partitions, we first divided the dataset randomly into
construction (70%) and test (30%) subsets using stratified partitioning. This ensures that the prioris of the classes in
each subset are the same as in the original dataset. Then the construction subset was randomly divided into training
(80%) and validation (20%) subsets using stratified partitioning. Therefore each partition is a division of the original
dataset into training (56%), validation (14%) and test (30%) subsets. These are mutually exclusive, so each image
in each partition is only included in one subset (training, validation or test). Training subset will be used to learn the
CNN’s weights. Validation subset will be used for monitoring CNN’s metrics throughout model’s learning and avoid
overfitting. Finally, test subset will be used for estimating the model’s generalization capabilities (performance in novel
radiographs).
3.4 Convolutional Neural Network model
We considered different architectures for our CNN model. The number of convolutional layers in them was in the 3-4
range (see Table 1). Each convolutional layer has 32 kernels and a ReLU activation function. The output of the last
convolutional layer is flattened and then perturbed by a Dropout with a rate of 70%. Then this information is processed
by a dense layer ("FC layer") with a number of neurons depending on the architecture (Table 1) and ReLU activation
function. Finally the classification layer of our CNN consists in a dense layer of two neurons with Softmax activation.
Therefore, we consider a total of six architectures (Table 1). Kernel L2 regularization with a strength of 0.01 was
applied to FC dense layer. Each CNN was trained using Adam optimizer using a learning rate of 1e-4.
Architectures
Arch1 Arch2 Arch3 Arch4 Arch5 Arch6
Number of
convolutional layers 4 4 4 3 3 3
Number 64 128 256 64 128 256
Table 1: Hyperparameters of each of the six architectures considered.
3.5 Ensemble model
In order to increase the performance and robustness of our system, ensembles are considered. Each ensemble is
composed by five different CNNs, each constructed using a different partition with different training/validation subsets
but same test subset. This ensures models diversity, which is crucial for the ensemble performance ([25]).
The partitions were created as follows: first we randomly divided the dataset into construction (70%) and test (30%)
subsets. Then we generated five different training / validation random partitions of the construction subset (80% /
20%). For each of these five partitions a CNN was trained from scratch. The predictions for test subset of the ensemble
formed by these five CNNs were then computed and the performance metrics evaluated. Ensemble’s prediction for the
probability of consolidation (non consolidation) was computed as the average probability prediction across the five
CNNs in the ensemble.
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Finally, in order to compute in a robust manner the metrics for the ensemble, the entire process described in this
subsection was repeated using five different construction / test divisions. The total number of CNN models built was
then 5x5 = 25.
3.6 Reference model
In order to compare our system, CheXNet [45] has been selected as our reference model. CheXNet is a CNN model
trained to classify chest X-rays in 14 lung diseases, which is a problem very similar to ours (one of these lung diseases
is precisely pneumonia). In order to allow a correct comparison, the number of neurons in CheXNet’s last layer was
changed from 14 (number of classes in the original paper) to two (number of classes in our work - consolidation /
non-consolidation). We then freeze all CheXNet’s layers except the last two, which we will retrain on our dataset.
Taking a previously trained model in another similar domain and retraining it in the current dataset is a popular strategy
in Deep Learning called "transfer learning".
3.7 Performance metrics
To analyze the performance of the different models, we used different metrics obtained from the ROC (Receiver
Operating Characteristic Curve), a graphical representation that illustrates how the diagnostic capacity of a binary
classifier system changes as its discrimination threshold is varied. More specifically, this curve is created by plotting the
true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) at various threshold values [61].
A standard metric derived from the ROC is the Area Under the Curve (AUC), which measures the overall quality and
accuracy of the classifier. Finally, we also measured the TPR, which in our problem corresponds to the fraction of
positive (consolidation) cases that are correctly detected by the model. In other words, the fraction of patients that need
antibiotics immediately that are correctly detected by the model.
3.8 Visual explanation using heatmaps
As it was previously mentioned, in order to generate an interpretable output for Health workers we decided to genereate
heatmaps. A heatmap is a matrix with the same size as the input image where the value of each pixel is proportional to
the importance of that pixel in the classification performed by the model. Heatmaps were generated using the "Keras
Vis" package, [57]. These are shown overlaid with the original X-ray radiograph to make them more interpretable for
the medical staff. To overlay the images, the original X-ray and the obtained heatmap have a transparency degree of
50%. This allows us to see the radiograph under the heatmap.
Typically, binary classification problems use a single output neuron. However, we have used two in order to obtain a
separate heatmap and generate the desired visualization for each of the two classes. Therefore our classifier layer has
two output neurons, each one estimating the probability of the corresponding class (consolidation / non consolidation).
The first step in heatmap generation is to change the activation function of the last layer of the network (the "output
layer") from Softmax to Linear [57].
As explained above, ensembles are formed by five models. We generated ensemble heatmaps by averaging the individual
heatmaps generated by those models. We also computed for each pixel the uncertainty of the heatmap by calculating
the standard deviation of the individual heatmaps.
4 Experimental results
4.1 CNNs trained from scratch versus transfer learning with CheXNet
As explained in 3.4, we considered six architectures for the CNN. These architectures were compared to CheXNet,
which was retrained in our dataset using transfer learning (see 3.6). Table 2 shows the performance metrics of the
different models. The statistics of AUC and TPR were calculated for all architectures using five different training /
validation / test partitions.
First we observe that our reference model, CheXNet, obtains a similar AUC value to our CNN architectures trained from
scratch (see Figure 2). However, the TPR obtained by CheXNet is zero (figure 3). The reason could be that CheXNet is
pre-trained with adult X-rays and the differences between the original diseases are greater than the differences between
alveolar and non-alveolar pneumonia. Furthermore, we can observe that the best architecture is Arch 1, which achieves
the highest AUC and TPR (see Table 2). Since the differences in AUC are statistically significant (p-value = 0.04), Arch
1 was selected as the best architecture.
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Architectures AUC TPRValue p-value Value p-value
Arch1 0.80 ± 0.03
0.04
0.62 ± 0.04
0.80
Arch2 0.77 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.06
Arch3 0.78 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.08
Arch4 0.76 ± 0.02 0.57 ± 0.01
Arch5 0.75 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.07
Arch6 0.77 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.09
CheXNet 0.76 ± 0.02 0 ± 0
Table 2: AUC and TPR values of our six architectures and CheXNet. Possible significant differences are analyzed using
Anova One Way test (α = 0.05).
Figure 2: AUC values for CheXNet-based model (dark blue) and the CNN models trained from scratch.
In order to analyze Arch 1 in depth, we generated five different divisions of the dataset into construction / test subsets,
and for each construction subset we generated five different training / validation splits. For each training / validation /
test partition a model was trained from scratch using Arch1, having a total of 25 models. This allowed us to analyze the
robustness and statistics of the architecture across different partitions (see table 3).
Partition AUC TPR
Value p-value Value p-value
1 0.78 ± 0.01
0.20
0.60 ± 0.05
0.44
2 0.81 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.06
3 0.80 ± 0.02 0.62 ± 0.07
4 0.79 ± 0.01 0.64 ± 0.10
5 0.80 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.09
Average 0.80 ± 0.01 0.65 ± 0.04
Table 3: AUC and TPR values for Arch1 across the five different construction/test partitions. For each of them, five
different training/validation splits were generated. Total number of CNNs trained from scratch: 25
We can observe (table 3 and figure 4) that the performance of the architecture across different construction / test
partitions is very similar, and the variance of the metrics is low. Therefore we can conclude that this architecture is
robust in our dataset.
Table 3 showed the performance of the individual Arch1 models. We will now analyze the performance of an ensemble
consisting of five individual models. Remember that for each construction/test partition we generated 5 different
training/validation partitions and trained a different CNN from scratch for each of them. Now we will analyze the
performance of an ensemble formed by those five individual models. Table 4 shows a clear improvement in performance,
both in AUC and TPR values. These values are higher than in the individual models with a difference of 9% / 7% for
AUC/TPR respectively. We conclude that the ensemble is more robust against overfitting and has better generalization
power than the individual CNNs.
4.2 Visual explanation using heatmaps
The last step in our clinical decision support system (CDSS) was the generation of heatmaps.
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Figure 3: TPR values for CheXNet-based model (dark blue) and the CNN models trained from scratch.
Figure 4: AUC for CheXNet and our different models.
4.2.1 Individual heatmaps
In Figure 6 we show the prediction and heatmaps of an individual CNN for a non-consolidation test sample. The
probability for non-consolidation estimated by the model is 100%. On the other hand, heatmap for output neuron 0
(non-consolidation class) is much brighter than the heatmap for output neuron 1 (consolidation). The conclusion is that
the CNN has not found any signs of consolidation. However, the right lung is not illuminated in the non-consolidation
heatmap, so the CNN is using only some parts of the lung to generate this decision. Therefore, the end-user should
carefully analyze whether the highlighted area corresponds to the consolidation and why the left lung has not been
highlighted.
Figure 7 shows the prediction and heatmaps for a consolidation (alveolar pneumonia) test sample. The probability
for consolidation estimated by the CNN is 99.6%. Now the heatmap for output neuron 0 (non-consolidation class)
is zero, while the heatmap for consolidation class clearly marks a concrete area where the CNN has found signs of
consolidation. However, the algorithm has highlighted only the patient’s left shoulder, no part of the lung has been
highlighted as relevant by the CNN, showing an incorrect behaviour of the model. In these cases medical staff should
ignore the output from the CDSS.
4.2.2 Ensemble heatmaps
Since ensembles are made up of five individual CNNs, for each radiograph we have five different heatmaps for each
class (consolidation / non-consolidation). This allows us to compute the average heatmap and the uncertainty at each
pixel (standard deviation at each pixel) for each class.
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Figure 5: TPR values for the five models and CheXNet.
Partition AUC TPR
1 0.89 0.71
2 0.92 0.73
3 0.88 0.65
4 0.88 0.73
5 0.87 0.79
Average 0.89 ± 0.02 0.72 ± 0.04
Table 4: AUC and TPR values for Arch 1 ensembles.
In Figure 8 we show the output of the ensemble for a non-consolidation test sample. The probability of non-consolidation
estimated by system is very high (97.1%). We can see from left to right, and from top to bottom, the average heatmap for
the "non-consolidation" class, the original X-rays, the average heatmap for the "consolidation" class, and the standard
deviation heatmaps.
This visual representation provides medical staff with relevant information. First, the probabilities of each class
predicted by the model are shown in the title of each average heatmap. Second, the average heatmaps show the areas
of the X-rays that are most informative according to the ensemble. Third, the standard deviation heatmaps provide
information about the areas of greatest disagreement among individual CNNs (that is, the areas with the greatest
uncertainty). This suggests that medical staff should pay more attention to areas with higher average heatmaps and
areas with higher standard deviation heatmaps.
In Figure 8 we can see that the average heatmap for output neuron 0 (non-consolidation class) is much brighter than
the average heatmap for output neuron 1 (consolidation). Furthermore, the standard deviation heatmap for neuron 1
is nearly zero, indicating that the individual models of the ensemble fully agree that there is no relevant sign for the
consolidation class. The intuitive interpretation of neuron 0 heatmap is that the information in each pixel of the chest is
relevant to predict "non-consolidation". The visualization marks both lungs, meaning that the model has "scanned" both
lungs and found no signs of consolidation.
Figure 9 shows the output of our system for a consolidation test sample. The probability of consolidation estimated
by our system is 95.5%. Note that the average heatmap for Neuron 1 (consolidation class) is illuminated, whereas
the average heatmap for Neuron 0 is inactive. The standard deviation heatmaps are close to zero, indicating that the
individual models of the ensemble fully agree in their predictions. Therefore, the diagnosis according to our system is
alveolar pneumonia.
The average and standard deviation heatmaps (Figures 8 and 9) provide very interesting and relevant information related
to the ensemble output and why the system made a particular decision. However, the main problem related to this
approach is the computational and time-consuming requirements. In our computer system, it took about 400 seconds to
calculate the heatmaps for the five models in the ensemble.
4.3 Results with Kermany et al. dataset
Finally we want to investigate the robustness of our approach using now the dataset of Kermany et al. [39]. We
considered Arch1 architecture for the individual models and followed a similar approach than in previous experiments,
now training the models in the new dataset. The results of individual models are shown in table 5. We can observe that
all AUC values are higher than 0.9 and all TPR values are higher than 0.8. These results are better than in our dataset,
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Figure 6: Heatmaps generated with an individual CNN (Arch1) for a non-consolidation test radiograph.
Figure 7: Heatmaps generated with an individual CNN (Arch1) for a consolidation test radiograph.
which might be because Kermany et al. dataset is larger than ours (5856 radiographs versus 1000) and the original
images have more quality (1-2 million pixels versus 200K), so training set contains much more information.
Partition AUC TPR
1 0.90 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.03
2 0.919 ± 0.002 0.82 ± 0.02
3 0.926 ± 0.003 0.84 ± 0.02
4 0.924 ± 0.002 0.87 ± 0.03
5 0.918 ± 0.002 0.86 ± 0.02
Average 0.918 ± 0.008 0.85 ± 0.02
Table 5: Arch 1 trained with Kermany et al. dataset along 5 folds.
On the other hand, the model of Kermany et al. uses different classes in their model, they classify between pneumonia
and normal (i. e. healthy patients) or between viral and bacterial pneumonia, while our model classifies between
consolidation (alveolar pneumonia) and non-consolidation (non-alveolar pneumonia). The best approximation would
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Figure 8: Heatmaps of a non-consolidation sample. Left side, Neuron 0, shows the heatmaps for the non-consolidation
class, whereas the right side, Neuron 1, shows the heatmaps for consolidation class
Partition AUC TPR
1 0.98 0.95
2 0.93 0.83
3 0.94 0.86
4 0.93 0.89
5 0.93 0.88
Average 0.94 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.04
Table 6: AUC and TPR values for Arch 1 ensembles.
be between the classification of bacterial pneumonia by Kermany et al. and our model, see Table 7. We can observe that
the results are close to the two parameters analyzed (AUC and TPR) without using transfer learning techniques, or very
deep (and therefore complex) CNN. The original model uses DenseNet architecture (with 121 convolutional layers) and
applying transfer learning techniques This means we can get similar results with simpler models, so less computational
resources (and computation time) will be needed to train the architecture.
We can see that the application of ensemble in the dataset to the Kermany et. It also presents an improvement in
the results obtained in AUC and TPR (with a difference of 2 and 3 % respectively). However, it is observed that the
12
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Figure 9: Heatmaps of a consolidation sample. Neuron 0 shows the heatmaps for the non-consolidation class, whereas
Neuron 1 shows the results for the consolidation class.
AUC TPR
Kermany et al. model 0.94 0.886
Individual Arch 1 models 0.92 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 0.02
Arch 1 ensembles 0.94 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.04
Table 7: Kermany et al. dataset: comparison of AUC and TPR values originally reported by Kermany et al. to results
obtained by our models.
improvement obtained is lower than that obtained in our dataset. The difference between the datasets is probably due to
their quality, as the dataset provided by Kermany et al. It presents greater size and quality, the models can achieve better
values with the individual models and to generalize adequately, while our dataset, as it is more limited, the individual
models is not able to obtain the best possible results.
5 Conclusions
A large number of Convolutional Neural Network architectures have been recently proposed to aid in the pneumonia
diagnosis. In this work, a new clinical decision support system (CDDS), which combines XAI techniques and CNN
models, has been designed for the childhood pneumonia diagnosis. Our results, with an AUC of 0.81 and a TPR of 0.67,
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Figure 10: AUC for models trained with Kermany et al. dataset.
Figure 11: TPR for individual models trained with Kermany et al. dataset.
are in the line of the current state of the art results, although in some cases (as was described in Section 2.1) are lower.
However, and opposite to other previous approaches from the state of the art, our CNN models classify between the
presence or the absence of alveolar pneumonia. The objective of this work was to analyze and study the applicability of
XAI techniques in this domain, and applying our approach in a particular dataset (950 X-rays). Three main problems
have been overcome, the small size of samples in our dataset (less than 1,000), the low quality of images, and the
anatomical variability existing within the age range of our dataset (between one month and 16 years) [62], [63].
Related to the visualizations provided (heatmaps) as the main XAI technique used, they present adequate results and
provide much more information to medical staff than other methods. However, as it was described before, the quality of
the model will depends on the quality of data, for this reason in some cases, as shown in Figure 7, the model doesn’t
work correctly highlighting areas outside the lungs. Therefore, the model could be improved by using other techniques,
such as segmentation methods to focus only on the lungs, and increasing the quality of the dataset. Finally we compare
the results of models trained with our dataset and the dataset published by Kermany et al. and the results show that we
can obtain similar values without very deep convolutional neural networks or transfer learning techniques.
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